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     2     Historical Ecology and the 
Longue Durée    

    Paul   Sinclair    ,     Jon   Moen    , and     Carole L.   Crumley     

   2.1     Introduction 

   The study of time is an integral and controversial part of most aca-

demic disciplines that lay claim to an understanding of societal 

dynamics. In order to sketch the treatment of time in the emerg-

ing discipline of historical ecology, it is necessary to review the his-

tory of perceptions of time in time- sensitive disciplines (e.g. geology, 

archaeology, biology, history). The aim is to examine some of the 

shortcomings of the traditional approach, and fi nally to engage with 

a relatively new vision of time that has emerged in concert with 

research into complex systems. 

 A goal of this volume is to explore elements of a conceptual 

framework for historical ecology; accordingly, we address growing 

contradictions and challenges to the linear temporal framework that 

undergirds Western scholarship. Often assumed is the Newtonian 

world view of one linear temporal dimension and three spatial dimen-

sions. In this chapter we challenge some of the easy assumptions 

about time to which many historical ecologists have long subscribed.    

  2.2     Studying Time in Western Disciplines 

  2.2.1     Geology 

     The development of earth history (later geology) began with 

Aristotle’s (384– 322 BC) observations of the slow rate of change of 

the Earth relative to the human lifespan (Aristotle n.d.). For Aristotle, 

time is infi nite and intimately involved in change, at least in the case 

of his astronomical observations of revolving spheres linked to cycli-

cal motion.   
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 From the time of Saint Augustine, in the early part of the fi rst 

millennium AD, to the Middle Ages, development of these ideas was 

constrained within the limited time frame of Christian creation-

ist views. This was increasingly questioned as the study of geology 

addressed the relative antiquity of physical deposits. The fi rst pos-

tulates of stratigraphy based on observation of the accumulation of 

sequential and coeval deposits were introduced in the seventeenth 

century by natural scientists (e.g. Steno  1669 ). This milestone estab-

lished the principles of superposition and original horizontality 

regarding the relative age of strata and mode of deposition.    

  2.2.2     Archaeology 

     In archaeology the study of time and its characteristics has been an 

integral part of the development of the discipline since the seven-

teenth century. The famous mounds at Gamla Uppsala in Sweden 

saw the fi rst application to a site of a chain of deduction, formulated 

by Olof Rudbeck the Elder (1630– 1702), that allowed calculation 

of the age of deposits given the depth of accumulated turf and esti-

mates of its rate of increase (King  2005 ). While many of his conclu-

sions were wanting, Rudbeck was a pioneer who anticipated modern 

archaeological methods.   

   By the eighteenth century, geologists, archaeologists, natural-

ists, and philosophers were challenging the biblical interpretation of 

earth history, and geology was established as an empirical science. 

  The concept of stratigraphy was introduced to archaeology from the 

palaeontological and geological work of William ‘Strata’ Smith (1769– 

1839), James Hutton (1726– 97), and Charles Lyell (1797– 1875). It was 

Hutton who developed the idea of ‘deep time’, or geological time, 

challenging the seventeenth- century ecclesiastical creationist views 

that the world was only 6,000 years old.     John Frere (1740– 1807) and 

Jacques Boucher de Perthes (1788– 1868) employed stratigraphy 

and geology to interpret European Palaeolithic sites that held tools 

and the bones of extinct species.     

   It was not until the publication of Charles Lyell’s  Principles 

of Geology  ( 1830 ) that the last remnants of catastrophism, 
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referring to the biblical fl ood, were overturned and the Principle of 

Uniformitarianism was established. Thereafter, processes occurring 

in the past were recognised as the same as those of today, accounting 

for both geological features and their formation, uniting structure 

with process. This led to the formulation of a system of eons, eras, 

epochs, and periods based on the increasing availability of regional 

stratigraphic sequences worldwide (Berry  1987 ; Gibbard & van 

Kolfschoten  2004 ).   

 By the late nineteenth century in Europe, a stratigraphy- based 

comparative chronology was emblematic of archaeology. This broad 

chronological understanding of human history was subsequently 

exported, not altogether successfully, to different parts of the world, 

e.g. India and Africa (Lubbock  1865 ; Evans  1872 ,  1881 ; Gräslund 

 1987 ; Trigger  2006 ; Goodrum  2008 ). 

 This essentially inductivist approach in archaeology focussed 

on building relative dating sequences using comparisons of archaeo-

logical sites and artefacts. A  growing chronology was later refi ned 

with environmental proxies such as varve sequences in lakes and 

tree- ring dating.   It was, however, not until the major breakthrough 

of radiometric dating, by Walter Libby in the 1940s, and its applica-

tion in the 1950s, that assertions of an absolute chronology became 

commonplace.   The conception of history archaeologists used in the 

1950s and 1960s was descriptive empiricist. The fl ow of time was 

seen as a series of events needing to be ordered relatively, in time, 

using stratigraphy, comparative artefact analysis, and historical doc-

umentation, accompanied by 2D representations. 

   The rise of the New Archaeology in the 1970s introduced a 

strong focus on societal dynamics using a positivist, deductive 

approach to social and cultural hypotheses aiming to draw archae-

ology into the sciences (Clarke  1968 ; Watson, Le Blanc, & Redman 

 1971 ). The knowability of the past was strongly asserted and archae-

ological remains were projected in a 3D spatial universe which 

continued to be calibrated with a linear concept of time. While con-

temporary archaeology has largely left the New Archaeology behind, 

it has yet to revise a rather ‘time- worn’ concept of time.      
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  2.2.3     Biology 

   Thinking about biology and time, and the place of humanity in 

nature, also has a venerable antiquity going back to pre- Socratic 

thinking.   The investigative frame, derived from Aristotle with his 

emphasis on motion and time, gave way to the biblically based crea-

tionist view in which all living organisms had a fi xed status and tem-

poral place in the greater scheme of the natural world.   Throughout 

the Middle Ages, this hierarchical and essentially linear framework 

did little to emphasise change, and temporal concepts remained rela-

tively undeveloped.   The idea of differentiated species, put forward 

by the Swedish physician and biologist Carl Linnaeus ( 1735 ), were 

formulated within a creationist view of the world.   

 A less ecclesiastical and more scientifi c view of the natural 

world emerged throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies (e.g. Maupertuis, Buffon, Lamark, Cuvier).   It was not until 

the mid- nineteenth century, however, through the publication of 

Darwin’s  On the Origin of Species  ( 1859 ), that evolution became 

widely accepted across geology, archaeology, and biology.   The use of 

a vast array of proxy- data sources in the natural sciences is now fun-

damental for studies of human- environment interactions.    

  2.2.4     Ecology 

   The early-  to mid- twentieth- century development of ecology, con-

cepts of the biosphere, and human ecology paved the way for the 

development of systems ecology, an important conceptual focus for 

the practice of historical ecology (Vernadsky  1929 ; Hutchinson  1957 – 

93; Fraser Darling  1969 ; see also Odum & Odum  1953 ). Once again, 

natural science data were projected in 2D, then later in 3D, and a 

linear concept of time was used to calibrate the variables.   The time 

dimension was, however, addressed by the ecologist Holling ( 1973 ), 

with his focus on the natural cycle and resilience theory, and was fur-

ther elaborated into the concepts of panarchy (Gunderson & Holling 

 2001 ) and spatial resilience (Cumming & Norberg  2008 ).       
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  2.3     The Search for New Concepts of Time 

     The bulk of contemporary Western research in ecology, archaeology, 

history, human geography, and much of biology is anchored in a linear 

perspective, with exceptions (e.g. Hägerstrand  1970 ,  1983 ; Carlstein 

 1982 ; DeLanda  1997 ). Cyclical and multi- scalar perspectives have 

been considered, especially in relation to Chinese and Indian sci-

entifi c traditions (Needham  1954 – 9; Murray  1999 ). The concept of 

time has been expanded by developments in ecology (Peterson  2002 ; 

Bengtsson et al.  2003 ; Brand  2005 ; Sun & Ren  2011 ), in several social- 

science disciplines through memory and ethnographic studies (e.g. 

Barthel, Crumley, & Svedin  2013a ,  2013b ), and in creative writing 

(e.g. science fi ction, Robinson  2009 ).   

 The fi rst attempts to move away from conceptualising his-

tory as a series of events towards a distinction between different 

time scales came in the early decades of the twentieth century.   The 

German historian and philosopher Oswald Spengler (1880– 1936) 

wrote in his infl uential  The Decline of the West  (1918):

  I see in place of that empty fi gment of  one  linear history . . . the 

drama of a  number  of mighty cultures . . . each having its own 

life . . . its own death . . . Each culture has its own new 

possibilities of self- expression, which arise, ripen, decay and 

never return . . . I see world history as a picture of endless 

formations and transformations, of the marvellous waxing and 

waning of organic forms. The professional historian, on the 

contrary, sees it as a sort of tapeworm industriously adding onto 

itself one epoch after another. 

 (emphasis by eds.)    

  In 1920s France, a group of young historians broke with their dis-

cipline by emphasising the context of events, i.e. their geography, 

ethnography, folklore, geology, and climate.   Two of them, Marc 

Bloch and Lucien Febvre, began an infl uential journal initially called 

 Annales d’histoire économique et sociale  (today  Annales: Histoire, 

Sciences Sociales ).   
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   The Annalistes’ humanistic and dialectical approach provided 

a new collaborative framework, especially for the study of local and 

regional history. Their analysis of processes that vary along interdigi-

tating temporal scales of duration, intensity, and periodicity proved 

especially fruitful. They conceived of historical processes in terms 

of  événement  (event),  conjoncture  (their cultural and historical 

context), and  longue durée  (long- term trends). Interpretation relies 

on all three time frames: an account must be set in immediate, as 

well as more distant contexts, whether found in a cleric’s records of 

famine victims or deep in a glacier half a world away. 

     In his book  La Méditerranée et le Monde Méditerranéen a 

l’époque de Philippe II  (1949) (published in English in 1972 as  The 

Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II ), 

Fernand Braudel (1902– 85) portrayed the Annaliste conception of time 

in history as a multiplicity of rhythms and tempi.   He argued that the 

most immediately perceptible –  that which transfi xed traditional nar-

rative historians –  was the short time span, the time of days, months, 

and years ( événement ). Here, the focus was on the actions of individu-

als and the history of events: ‘a surface disturbance, the waves stirred 

up by the powerful movement of tides’. A second type of historical 

time span ( conjuncture ) was one whose duration could be measured 

in decades and centuries, and which was concerned with the cyclical 

rise and fall of ‘economies and states, societies and civilizations’. But 

underlying all these was yet another time span –  what he termed the 

 longue durée  –  ‘which exists almost out of time and tells the story of 

man’s contact with the inanimate’ (see Gould  2002 ). 

 Historical time for Braudel, then, was distinguished by the sim-

ultaneous presence and interaction of these three levels: geographical 

time, social time, and individual time. But in the histories he wrote, 

Braudel made clear that it was the longue durée that constituted the 

most meaningful context through which to examine and understand 

history (Tomich  1958 ; Braudel  1972 ; Kidambi  2011 ).   

 Much has been written about the Annales School and espe-

cially Braudel, evoking, in particular, the privileging of the role of 
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environmental variables, the incipient determinism at the heart of 

the longue durée, and the lack of a dynamic intersection of temporal-

ities (e.g. McGlade  1999 : 146– 7). Others have focussed on the indubi-

table utility of the integrative landscape, region, culture, and climate 

approach that is the hallmark of this School (Bintliff  1991 ; Knapp 

 1992 ). What is clear, however, is that the Annalistes have carried the 

discussion of time in history and archaeology forward into current 

conceptions of non- linear time. 

 It is difficult to maintain that, as a community of practice, the 

Annalistes have managed to overemphasise environmental condi-

tions, given the great paucity until recently of non- Annaliste his-

torical treatments that include any environmental parameters.   In 

fact, it is the Annaliste Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie who introduced 

several generations of historians to the richness of an analysis that 

blends weather, climate, and history ( 1988 ; published in 1967 as 

 Histoire du climat depuis l’an mil ). Regarding the charge of longue 

durée determinism, one may level this at Braudel, but not at the 

majority of Annalistes.     This leaves two signifi cant issues which 

have not yet been widely addressed: McGlade’s critique of the miss-

ing ‘dynamic intersection of temporalities’, and the looming cri-

sis in causation ( 1995 ,  1999 ), which will be addressed later in this 

chapter.       

   A signifi cant advantage of the later twentieth- century post- 

structuralist and post- colonial thinking about the world’s societies 

is an increased appreciation for what can be called ‘emic time’. This 

refers to the different approaches for conceptualising the duration 

and passage of time, whether cyclic or linear, in hunting, pastoral, 

agricultural, and urban societies throughout the world.   Inspired by 

the famous study of the Nuer (Evans- Prichard  1954 ), many other 

concepts of time are now well known.     Further development of post- 

structural analyses, inspired by Anthony Giddens ( 1979 ), puts a 

spotlight on the role of the cognisant individual in shaping human 

history, and a much more sophisticated treatment of agency and cau-

sality in human socio- cultural interactions.   
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 The variety of temporal cosmologies should not be underesti-

mated, and it is a challenge to integrate alternative epistemological 

points of departure. The divergences from modernist views of time’s 

arrow within privileged forms of emic time can be illustrated with 

some central African pre- capitalist perceptions of time as ‘being in 

the present and becoming the past’ (Mbiti  1990 ). From this perspec-

tive, the future tense can be seen as a modernist imposition.   Lucas 

( 2005 ) differentiates between past actors’ perceptions of time and 

those of archaeologists; in a sense, this can be characterised as emic 

and etic time.     

 Increasingly, expanded temporal frameworks guide many his-

torical sciences and conform to a holistic view of the multivalent 

Earth system. Geological interpretation, for example, deftly com-

bines structures (e.g. crystallography, stratigraphy) and processes 

(weathering, uplift), linking scales of time and space.   In  A Thousand 

Years of Non- linear History  DeLanda ( 1997 ) attempts to escape the 

limitations of fl uid time. He points to uneven, rapid change and peri-

ods of stagnation (punctuated time, accelerating and decelerating 

rates of change) across many fi elds of study, from geology, biology, 

and climate to the study of urban trajectories.     Gould and colleagues’ 

(Gould  2002 ) view is of punctuated equilibria, where the evolution of 

species, seen in geological time, is characterised by periods of rapid 

evolution followed by long periods of stasis. To reconcile this with 

the traditional view of evolution as a series of small steps, Gould 

introduces three different tiers of time. The fi rst consists of a slow, 

gradual change as a response to natural selection pressures in ecologi-

cal time. The second is geological time characterised by sequences of 

rapid and slow change, while the third comprises ‘deep time’ where 

mass- extinction events shape evolutionary patterns. This conception 

of dynamic material reality points to the emerging consensus around 

the precepts of complex systems science.   

   The disciplines of history and archaeology have yet to deal 

with the fundamental shift from the Newtonian model, in which 

objects are located in three- dimensional space and move through 
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time according to the laws of thermodynamics. This view holds only 

the present to be real, and so is dubbed ‘presentist’ by philosophers. 

An alternatively named ‘growing block time’ holds both past and pre-

sent to be real, while the future is indeterminate. These concepts of 

time are both consonant with our ordinary perception of the passage 

of time, measurement of change, and narrative of historical events 

(Davies  2014 ). In the wake of Einstein’s theories of relativity and the 

development of quantum physics, however, our ordinary perception 

is overturned. Space and time are enfolded into a continuum, so that 

past, present, and future are part of the space- time manifold, the 

‘eternalist’ view of time. The measurement of change is dependent 

on the observer’s frame of reference. Events and their measurement 

are entangled. Linear causality is but one mode of causality in a com-

plex universe.   

     At the beginning of the twentieth century the philosopher 

Bertrand Russell and the mathematician A. N. Whitehead devel-

oped an approach to complexity as nested logical types, each gov-

erned by its own logic, none reducible to another.     In  Steps to an 

Ecology of Mind  (1972) and  Mind and Nature  (1979), the anthropol-

ogist Gregory Bateson applied this approach to human- environment 

interrelations.   The extension of this application to the current 

understanding of non- linear systems  –  replacing nested spatial 

hierarchies and linear temporalities –  is the task facing the histori-

cal disciplines if they are to deal with the complexities of a non- 

Newtonian world.      

  2.4     Investigating Time in Complex Systems 

   Complexity science (CS) is the study of dynamic non- linear systems, 

i.e. systems that are not in equilibrium and do not act in a predict-

able manner. This includes the poly- disciplinary study of complex 

adaptive systems (CAS), which are dynamic and non- linear (not 

temporally sequential) systems. The origins of CS are in physics and 

biology, through the study of chaos and non- linear dynamics (Gleick 

 1987 ; Parrot & Lange  2013 ). 
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